
“IF IT HAPPENS IT MUST BE POSSIBLE,
SO MAKE THINGS HAPPEN.”

COMPANY PROFILE



TRYST 

Pheonix Mall, Mumbai
2010

Tryst nightclub is located in the heart of Mumbai city. Pheonix mall is the main attac-
tion for Mumbai’s high end luxury & high street shopping.
This unique nightclub has 3 main tables around the dance floor, its design being futur-
istic we had to create an array of lights suspending from the ceiling. Giving it a very 
electronic & futuristic vibe.
The hanging tubes were one of its kind and used first time in India, and arguably in 
the world, inventing the 3D matix for lights.
This design has a good mix of hozintal and vertical tubes with led strips highlighting 
the tables and the Dj console. Tryst is definately an iconic installation for us being the 
our first project.

COMPONENTS

1 x MADRIX PROFESSIONAL

4 x ACCLAIM ARTNETS

144 x VERTICAL TUBES

110 x HORIZONTAL TUBES



F BAR 

LE ROYAL MERIDIEN, CHENNAI
2013

F Bar is located at the Le Royal Meridien in Chennai. It was a real challenge installing this project due to its low heights 
and the restrictions we had from the services being installed in the ceiling. The design had to be made in synergy with the 
F-Bar logo, hence we installed diamond shaped housing on every pixel.
The design consits of 2000 RGB pixels which we installed individually with seperate housing being attached a�er.

COMPONENTS
1 X MADRIX BASIC
3 X ACCLAIM ARTNET
2000 X RGB PIXELS



FELIX 

RAVE MALL, KANPUR
2014

Felix is located in the heart of Kanpur city. The design of Felix was inspired by a galaxy, in which we tried to create 
a  starry ceiling using a 50mm pixel.
The pixels were installed in distance of 9” to spread it out in the entire ceiling.

COMPONENTS
1 X MADRIX BASIC
4 X ACCLAIM ARTNET
2500 X 50mm RGB PIXELSv



BLOCK 22 

HITEC CITY, HYDERABAD
2016

BLOCK 22 located in Hitec city in Hyderabad is one of its kind. The mere size of the 
club drops your jaw. With L-acoustics sound system and the mammoth size dancefloor, 
Block 22 is the hottest spot in Hyderabad.
For the first time in this industry we installed golden lacquered tubes. These tubes look 
like a golden pipe when they are off. Its truly magical how this golden chandilier 
complients the center stage of Block 22.

COMPONENTS

- 1 x MADRIX BASIC

- 3 x ARNET PROTOCOLS

- 8 ROBE SHARPIES



DOPPIO BAR & BRASSERIE

BREACH CANDY, MUMBAI
2016

Doppio Bar & Brasserie is one of our prestigious projects. This high end lounge & bar consists of a dinning and a bar setion.
This dimly light space lights up more when the golden tubes come on, The tubes are installed in a random pattern to create an 
abstract interest to the place,
The design consits a mix of Edison bulbs & led tubes which camoflauge with the decor when they are off.

COMPONENTS

80 x GOLDEN DMX TUBES

1 x MADRIX LUNA 16

200 x EDISON BULBS



UNWIND

KOREGOAN PARK, PUNE
2017

UNWIND is a brand new location in the heart of Pune city, Koregaon park. Ideal for a low height ceiling club, we tried to 
create a virtual screen on the ceiling of the club.
Unwind is a genuine effort to elevate Pune’s nightlife & and create an international vibe. Unwind is the first place in pune to 
install such lighting controlled by Madrix.

COMPONENTS
650 x Dmx Tubes
8 x sharpies
1 x Laser 3MW



ARCHITECTURAL

SAHARA STAR HOTEL, MUMBAI



THANK YOU.


